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Abstract
WordNet is the reference sense inventory of most of the current Word Sense Disambiguation systems. Unfortunately, it encodes too
fine-grained distinctions, making it difficult even for humans to solve the ambiguity of words in context. In this paper, we present a
method for reducing the granularity of the WordNet sense inventory based on the mapping to a manually crafted dictionary encoding
sense groups, namely the Oxford Dictionary of English. We assess the quality of the mapping and discuss the potential of the method.

1. Introduction

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the task of choosing
the appropriate senses of words in context. WSD obtained
disappointing results in the last years, even in presence of
large dictionaries and fast computational resources. Most
of the disambiguation approaches developed so far adopt
the WordNet dictionary (Fellbaum, 1998). This choice is
mostly due to the free availability of this resource, its wide
coverage of English, and the existence of a number of stan-
dard test sets based on it. Unfortunately, WordNet encodes
sense distinctions that are difficult to recognize even for hu-
man annotators (Edmonds and Kilgariff, 1998).
The inter-annotator agreement between human annotators
using WordNet as a sense inventory has been recently es-
timated around70% (Snyder and Palmer, 2004; Chklovski
and Mihalcea, 2002). This is a figure that state-of-the-art
automatic systems find it difficult to outperform. Further-
more, even if a system were able to exceed such an upper
bound, it would be unclear how to interpret such a result.
The major obstacle to effective WSD is therefore the fine
granularity of the WordNet sense inventory, rather than the
performance of the best WSD systems. Ng et al. (1999)
show that the adoption of a coarse-grained sense inventory
leads to an increase in inter-annotator agreement which is
much higher than the reduction of the polysemy degree.
In this paper we describe a large-scale method for clus-
tering WordNet senses via a mapping to a coarse-grained
sense inventory (Section 2.), namely the Oxford Dictionary
of English (Soanes and Stevenson, 2003). We show that
this method is well-founded and accurate with respect to a
manually-made mapping (Section 3.). We conclude the pa-
per with an account of related work (Section 4.), and final
remarks (Section 5.).

2. The Method

In this section, we provide an approach to the automatic
construction of a coarse-grained sense inventory based on
the mapping of WordNet senses to coarse senses in the Ox-
ford Dictionary of English.

2.1. The Resources
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is a computational lexicon of
English which encodes concepts as synonym sets (synsets),
according to psycholinguistic principles. For each word
sense, WordNet provides a gloss (i.e. a textual definition)
and relations such as hypernymy (e.g. an applekind-of ed-
ible fruit), meronymy (e.g. a computerhas-partCPU), etc.
The Oxford Dictionary of English (ODE) (Soanes and
Stevenson, 2003)1 provides a hierarchical structure of
senses, distinguishing between homonymy (i.e. completely
distinct senses, like story as a narration and story as a struc-
ture) and polysemy (e.g. story as a narration and as a news
report). Each polysemous sense is further divided into a
core senseand a set ofsubsenses. For each sense (both
core and subsenses), the ODE provides a textual definition,
and possibly hypernyms and domain labels.
In Table 1 we show an excerpt of the sense inventories of
the nounstoryas provided by both dictionaries2.
The structure of the ODE senses is clearly hierarchical: if
we were able to map with a high accuracy WordNet senses
to ODE entries, then a sense clustering could be trivially
induced from the mapping. As a result, the granularity
of the WordNet inventory would be drastically reduced.
Furthermore, disregarding errors, the clustering would be
well-founded, as the ODE sense groupings were manually
crafted by expert lexicographers. In the next section we
illustrate a general way of constructing sense descriptions
that we use for determining a complete mapping between
the two dictionaries.

2.2. Constructing Sense Descriptions
For each wordw, and for each senseS of w in a given
dictionaryD 2 fWORDNET; ODEg, we construct a sense
descriptiondD(S) as a bag of words:

1The ODE was kindly made available by Ken Litkowski (CL
Research) in the context of a license agreement.

2In the following, we denote a WordNet sense with the con-
ventionw#p#i wherew is a word,p a part of speech andi is
a sense number; analogously, we denote an ODE sense with the
conventionw#p#h:k whereh is the homonym number andk is
thek-th polysemous entry under homonymh.
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Table 1: The sense inventory ofstory#nin WordNet and ODE (definitions are abridged, bullets (†) indicate a subsense in
the ODE, arrows (!) indicate hypernymy,DOMAIN LABELS are in small caps).

story#n (WordNet)
#1 A message that tells the particulars of an act or occur-

rence or course of events (! message).
#2 A piece of fiction that narrates a chain of related events

(! fiction).
#3 Structure consisting of a room or set of rooms compris-

ing a single level of a multilevel building (! structure).
#4 A record or narrative description of past events (!

record).
#5 A short account of the news (! news).
#6 A trivial lie (! lie).

story#n (ODE)
#1.1 Core: An account of imaginary or real people and events

told for entertainment (! account)† A plot or storyline
† A piece of gossip (! gossip)† A false statement.

#1.2 Core: JOURNALISM A report in a newspaper, magazine, or
broadcast (! article).

#1.3 Core: An account of past events (! account)† The
facts about the present situation (! situation).

#1.4 Core: COMMERCE The commercial prospects or circum-
stances of a particular company (! situation).

#2.1 Core: Storey.

dD(S) = def D(S) [ hyperD(S) [ domainsD(S)

where:

† def D(S) is the set of words in the textual definition of
S (excluding usage examples), automatically lemma-
tized and part-of-speech tagged with the RASP statis-
tical parser (Briscoe and Carroll, 2002);

† hyperD(S) is the set of direct hypernyms ofS in the
taxonomy hierarchy ofD (; if hypernymy is not avail-
able);

† domainsD(S) includes the set of domain labels pos-
sibly assigned to senseS (; when no domain is as-
signed).

Specifically, in the case of WordNet, we generatedef WN(S)
from the gloss ofS, hyperWN(S) from the noun and verb
taxonomy, anddomainsWN(S) from the subject field codes,
i.e. domain labels produced semi-automatically by Magnini
and Cavaglìa (2000) for each WordNet synset (we exclude
the general-purpose label, calledFACTOTUM).
For example, for the second WordNet sense ofstory#nwe
obtain the following description:

dWN(story#n#2) =
fpiece#n; fiction#n; narrate#v; chain#n;

related#a; event#ng[ffiction#ng[fL ITERATURE#Ng

In the case of the ODE,def ODE(S) is generated from the
definitions of the core sense and the subsenses of the entry
S. Hypernymy (for nouns only) and domain labels, when
available, are included in the respective setshyperODE(S)
anddomainsODE(S). For example, the first ODE sense of
story#nis described as follows:

dODE(story#n#1:1) = faccount#n;
imaginary#a; real#a; people#n; : : : ;

statement#ng [ faccount#n; gossip#ng

Notice that, for everyS, dD(S) is non-empty as a defini-
tion is always provided by both dictionaries. This approach
to sense descriptions is general enough to be applicable to
any other dictionary with similar characteristics (e.g. the
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English in place of
ODE).

2.3. Mapping Word Senses
In order to produce a coarse-grained version of the Word-
Net inventory, we aim at defining an automatic mapping be-
tween WordNet and ODE, i.e. a function„ : SensesWN !
SensesODE [ f†g, whereSensesD is the set of senses in the
dictionaryD and† is a special element assigned when no
plausible option is available for mapping (e.g. when the
ODE encodes no entry corresponding to a WordNet sense).
Given a WordNet senseS 2 SensesWN(w) we define
m̂(S), the best matching sense in the ODE, as:

m̂(S) = arg max
S02SensesODE(w)

match(S; S0)

where match : SensesWN £ SensesODE ! [0; 1] is a
function that measures the degree of matching between the
sense descriptions ofS andS0. We define the mapping„
as:

„(S) =

(
m̂(S) if match(S; m̂(S)) ‚ µ

† otherwise

whereµ is a threshold below which a matching between
sense descriptions is considered unreliable. Finally, we de-
fine the clustering of sensesc(w) of a word3 w as:

c(w) = f„¡1(S0) : S0 2 SensesODE(w); „¡1(S0) 6= ;g
[ ffSg : S 2 SensesWN(w); „(S) = †g

where„¡1(S0) is the group of WordNet senses mapped to
the same senseS0 of the ODE, while the second set includes
singletons of WordNet senses for which no mapping can be
provided according to the definition of„.
For example, an ideal mapping between entries in Table 1
would be as follows:

„(story#n#1) = story#n#1.1,„(story#n#2) = story#n#1.1,
„(story#n#3) = story#n#2.1,„(story#n#5) = story#n#1.2,
„(story#n#4) = story#n#1.3,„(story#n#6) = story#n#1.1,

resulting in the following clustering:

c(story#n) =
ffstory#n#1; story#n#2; story#n#6g;

fstory#n#3g; fstory#n#4g; fstory#n#5gg
In the next Section we describe an implementation of the
match function based on the use of semantic information.

3We assume that words are always part-of-speech tagged.
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2.3.1. Semantic matching
To match definitions in a semantic manner we adopted a
knowledge-based Word Sense Disambiguation algorithm,
Structural Semantic Interconnections (SSI, Navigli and Ve-
lardi (2004))4.
SSI exploits an extensive lexical knowledge base, built
upon the WordNet lexicon and enriched with colloca-
tion information representing semantic relatedness between
sense pairs. Collocations are acquired from existing re-
sources (like the Oxford Collocations, the Longman Lan-
guage Activator, collocation web sites, etc.). Each colloca-
tion is mapped to the WordNet sense inventory in a semi-
automatic manner and transformed into arelatednessedge
(Navigli and Velardi, 2005).
Given a word contextC = fw1; :::; wng, SSI builds a

graphG = (V; E) such thatV =
nS

i=1

SensesWN(wi) and

(S; S0) 2 E if there is at least one semantic interconnec-
tion betweenS andS0 in the lexical knowledge base. A
semantic interconnection patternis a relevant sequence of
edges selected according to a manually-created context-free
grammar, i.e. a path connecting a pair of word senses, pos-
sibly including a number of intermediate concepts. The
grammar consists of a small number of rules, inspired by
the notion of lexical chains (Morris and Hirst, 1991).
SSI performs disambiguation in an iterative fashion, by
maintaining a setC of senses as a semantic context. Ini-
tially, C = V (the entire set of senses of words inC). At
each step, for each senseS in C, the algorithm calculates a
score of the degree of connectivity betweenS and the other
senses inC:

ScoreSSI(S; C) =

P
S02CnfSg

P
i2IC(S;S0)

1
length(i)

P
S02CnfSg

jIC(S;S0)j

where IC(S; S0) is the set of interconnections between
sensesS andS0. The contribution of a single interconnec-
tion is given by the reciprocal of its length, calculated as
the number of edges connecting its ends. The overall de-
gree of connectivity is then normalized by the number of
contributing interconnections. The highest ranking senseS
of word w is chosen and the senses ofw are removed from
the semantic contextC. The algorithm terminates when ei-
therC = ; or there is no sense such that its score exceeds a
fixed threshold.
Given a wordw, semantic matching is performed in two
steps. First, for each dictionaryD 2 fWORDNET; ODEg,
and for each senseS 2 SensesD(w), the sense description
of S is disambiguated by applying SSI todD(S). As a re-
sult, we obtain a semantic description as a bag of concepts
dsem

D (S). Notice that sense descriptions from both dictio-
naries are disambiguated with respect to the WordNet sense
inventory.
Second, given a WordNet senseS 2 SensesWN(w)
and an ODE senseS0 2 SensesODE(w), we define
matchSSI(S; S0) as a function of the direct relations con-
necting senses indsem

WN (S) anddsem
ODE (S0):

matchSSI(S; S0) = jc!c0:c2dWN(S);c02dODE(S0)j
jdWN(S)j¢jdODE(S0)j

4SSI is available online at: http://lcl.di.uniroma1.it/ssi

wherec ! c0 denotes the existence of a relation edge in the
lexical knowledge base between a conceptc in the descrip-
tion of S and a conceptc0 in the description ofS0. Edges
include the WordNet relation set (synonymy, hypernymy,
meronymy, antonymy, similarity, nominalization, etc.) and
therelatednessedge mentioned above (we adopt only direct
relations to maintain a high precision).
For example, some of the relations found between concepts
in dsem

WN (story#n#3) anddsem
ODE (story#n#2:1) are:

story#n#3 relation story#n#2:1

building#n
has¡part¡! storey#n

single#a
related¡to¡! storey#v

structure#n
has¡kind¡! storey#v

multilevel#a
related¡! storey#n

level#n
synonym¡! storey#n

contributing to the final value of the function on the two
senses:

matchSSI(story#n#3; story#n#2:1) = 6
10¢1 = 0:6

3. Evaluation
We evaluated the accuracy of the mapping produced with
the semantic method described in the previous Section.
We produced a gold-standard data set by manually mapping
5,077 WordNet senses of 763 randomly-selected words to
the respective ODE entries. The words in the data set were
distributed as follows: 466 nouns, 231 verbs, 50 adjectives,
16 adverbs. The data set was created by two annotators and
included only polysemous words. These words had 2,600
senses in the ODE.
Overall, 4,599 out of 5,077 WordNet senses had a corre-
sponding sense in ODE (i.e. the ODE covered90:58% of
the WordNet senses in the data set), while 2,053 out of the
2,600 ODE senses had an analogous entry in WordNet (i.e.
WordNet covered78:69% of the ODE senses). The cluster-
ing of WordNet senses induced from the manual mapping
was 49.85% of the original size and the average degree of
polysemy decreased from6:65 to 3:32.
One could argue that, given the inter-annotator agreement
figures discussed in the introduction, our data set would be
only partially reliable as a gold standard. We claim that this
is not the case: intuitively, the agreement on our mapping
task should be much higher, due to the coarse granularity
of the target sense inventory. This intuition is also substan-
tiated by a quantitative assessment: 548 WordNet senses of
60 words were mapped to ODE entries by both annotators,
with an agreement of92:7% (• agreement:85:4%).
In Table 2 we report the precision and recall of the semantic
function in providing the appropriate association for the set
of senses having a corresponding entry in ODE (i.e. exclud-
ing the cases where a sense† was assigned by the manual
annotators, cf. Section 2.3.). We compare its performance
with a simple lexical function calculating the word overlap
between sense descriptions from WordNet and the ODE.
We also report in the Table the accuracy of the two func-
tions when we view the problem as a classification task:
an automatic association is correct if it corresponds to the
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Table 2: Performance of the lexical and semantic mapping
functions.

Function Prec. Recall F1 Accuracy
Lexical 84.74% 65.43% 73.84% 66.08%
Semantic 86.87% 79.67% 83.11% 77.94%

manual association provided by the annotators or if both as-
sign no answer (equivalently, if both provide an† label). All
the differences between the lexical and the semantic func-
tion are statistically significant (p < 0:01).

4. Related Work
Dolan (1994) describes a method for mapping word senses
with the use of lexical information provided in the elec-
tronic version of LDOCE (textual definitions, semantic re-
lations, domain labels, etc.). Unfortunately, no evaluation
is provided.
Most of the approaches in the literature make use of the
WordNet structure to cluster its senses. Peters et al. (1998)
exploit specific patterns in the WordNet hierarchy (e.g. sis-
ters, autohyponymy, twins, etc.) to group word senses.
They study semantic regularities or generalizations ob-
tained and analyze the effect of clustering on the com-
patibility of language-specific wordnets. Mihalcea and
Moldovan (2001) study the structure of WordNet for the
identification of sense regularities: to this end, they pro-
vide a set of semantic and probabilistic rules. Another ap-
proach exploits the (dis)agreements of human annotators to
derive coarse-grained sense clusters (Chklovski and Mihal-
cea, 2002), where sense similarity is computed from confu-
sion matrices.
Finally, Agirre and Lopez (2003) analyze a set of methods
to cluster WordNet senses based on the use of confusion
matrices of the results of WSD systems, translation equiva-
lences, and topic signatures (word co-occurrences extracted
from the web). They assess the acquired clusterings against
20 words from the Senseval-2 sense groupings.
Compared to our approach, most of these methods do not
evaluate the clustering produced with respect to a gold-
standard clustering, nor is an assessment of WSD at-
tempted. Indeed, such an evaluation would be difficult and
time-consuming without a coarse sense inventory like that
of ODE.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a semantic approach to the con-
struction of a coarse-grained sense inventory for the Word-
Net dictionary via a mapping to the Oxford Dictionary of
English. We showed that the resulting mapping is precise
and accurate. As we mentioned in Section 3., the mapping
can be easily validated with a high inter-annotator agree-
ment. Lexicographers can also use our method to discover
missing senses in the source dictionary (WordNet in our
case).
As a future work, we plan to acquire a complete cluster-
ing of the WordNet inventory and show that Word Sense
Disambiguation can benefit from such coarse distinctions.

We believe that this is a crucial research topic to be investi-
gated.
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